What’s New in Journals:

The following journal issues have been published and can be accessed via the Alzheimer Toronto Resource Centre. For your convenience links to online abstracts or full text articles have been provided. Please indicate which articles you would like to view – be sure to include journal title, issue number, pages & title for each article required.

Previous alerts for new journal issues and new materials can be found at
www.dementiatoronto.org/news/NewMaterialsArchives.htm

For more information please contact: Marg Cameron 416-640-6320 mcameron@alzheimertoronto.org


Alzheimer's & Dementia: journal of Alzheimer's Association
Vol 9 # 2, March 2013
Abstracts online at http://www.alzheimersanddementia.org/current
p. 99 New ELISAs with high specificity for soluble oligomers of amyloid β-protein detect natural Aβ oligomers in human brain but not CSF
p. 113 Frailty syndrome and the risk of vascular dementia: The Italian Longitudinal Study on Aging
p. 132 TOMM40 and APOE: Requirements for replication studies of association with age of disease onset and enrichment of a clinical trial
p. 141 Alzheimer’s Association recommendations for operationalizing the detection of cognitive impairment during the Medicare Annual Wellness Visit in a primary care setting
p. 151 Improving dementia care: The role of screening and detection of cognitive impairment
p. 160 Research and standardization in Alzheimer's trials: Reaching international consensus
p. 169 Intracerebral propagation of Alzheimer’s disease: Strengthening evidence of a herpes simplex virus etiology
p. 176 Frontotemporal degeneration, the next therapeutic frontier: Molecules and animal models for frontotemporal degeneration drug development
p. 189 The advantages of frontotemporal degeneration drug development (part 2 of frontotemporal degeneration: The next therapeutic frontier)
199 Amyloid imaging and cognitive decline in nondemented oldest-old: The 90+ Study
p. 204 Predictors of progression to severe Alzheimer’s disease in an incidence sample
p. 208 2013 Alzheimer's disease facts and figures
American Journal of Alzheimer's Disease & Other Dementias
Vol. 28 #2, March 2013
Abstracts available online at http://aja.sagepub.com/content/current
p. 106 Vitamins and Alzheimer’s Disease: An Easy (Antioxidant) Approach to Intervention
p. 108 Toward Better Alzheimer’s Research Information Sources for the Public
p. 111 Alzheimer’s Disease Dementia Guidelines for Diagnostic Testing: A Systematic Review
p. 120 The Possible Role of Antioxidant Vitamin C in Alzheimer’s Disease Treatment and Prevention
p. 126 The Role of Vitamin D in Alzheimer’s Disease: Possible Genetic and Cell Signaling Mechanisms
p. 137 Making Sense(s) in Dementia: A Multisensory and Motor-Based Group Activity Program
p. 147 Predictors of Cognitive Decline in 85-Year-Old Patients Without Cognitive Impairment at Baseline: 2-Year Follow-Up of the Octabaix Study
p. 154 Diffusion Tensor Imaging Reveals White Matter Changes Associated With Cognitive Status in Patients With Parkinson’s Disease
p. 171 Using Cognitive-Functional Assessment to Predict Self-Care Performance of Memory Care Tenants
p. 179 A Behavioral Task Predicts Conversion to Mild Cognitive Impairment and Alzheimer’s Disease
p. 185 Visuospatial and Attentional Abilities Predict Driving Simulator Performance Among Older HIV-infected Adults
p. 165 Restless Legs Syndrome in a Group of Patients With Alzheimer’s Disease
p. 195 Ohio State implants first brain pacemaker to treat Alzheimer’s

Dementia & Geriatric Cognitive Disorders
Vol 35 # 3/4, March 2013
Full text articles available online at http://www.karger.com/Journal/Issue/258695

p. 121 Coping and Depression in Old Age: A Literature Review
p. 155 Cognitive Impairment in Studies of 5HTTLPR and Psychosis in Alzheimer’s Disease: A Systematic Review
p. 165 Visual Reproduction on the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised as a Predictor of Alzheimer’s Disease in Japanese Patients with Mild Cognitive Impairments
p. 177 Retrosplenial Cortex (BA 29) Volumes in Behavioral Variant Frontotemporal Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
p. 183 Neuroimaging Markers of Motor and Nonmotor Features of Parkinson’s Disease: An [18F]Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron Emission Computed Tomography Study
p. 197 Association between Milder Brain Deformation before a Shunt Operation and Improvement in Cognition and Gait in Idiopathic Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus
p. 208 Distinguishing Subtypes in Primary Progressive Aphasia: Application of the Sydney Language Battery
p. 219 Survival of Alzheimer’s Disease Patients in Korea
p. 229 Report about Four Novel Mutations in the Prion Protein Gene
Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry & Neurology
Vol 26 # 1, March 2013
Abstracts available online at http://jgp.sagepub.com/content/current
p. 3 Clinical Phenomenology and Mortality in Charles Bonnet Syndrome
p. 10 Effect of Cognitive Status on Self-Regulatory Driving Behavior in Older Adults: An Assessment of Naturalistic Driving Using In-Car Video Recordings
p. 19 Limitations for Interpreting Failure on Individual Subtests of the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
p. 29 Medical Outcome of Patients With Dementia in a Free-Standing Psychiatric Hospital
p. 34 Screening for Anxiety Symptoms in Parkinson Disease: A Cross-Sectional Study
p. 41 Does Self-Rated Health Predict Dementia?
p. 51 Neural Correlates of Activities of Daily Living in Frontotemporal Dementia

Journal of the American Geriatrics Society
Vol 61 # 3, March 2013
p. 319 Uric Acid Measurement Improves Prediction of Cardiovascular Mortality in Later Life
p. 327 Frailty and Fracture, Disability, and Falls: A Multiple Country Study From the Global Longitudinal Study of Osteoporosis in Women
p. 335 Greater Number of Narcotic Analgesic Prescriptions for Osteoarthritis Is Associated with Falls and Fractures in Elderly Adults
p. 341 Infections in Long-Term Care Populations in the United States
p. 350 Epidemiology, Clinical Features, and Prognosis of Elderly Adults with Severe Forms of Influenza A (H1N1)
p. 357 A Systematic Review of the Probability of Repeated Admission Score in Community-Dwelling Adults
p. 365 Association Between Intraoperative Blood Transfusions and Early Postoperative Delirium in Older Adults
p. 371 Geriatric Syndromes and Incident Disability in Older Women: Results from the Women's Health Initiative Observational Study
p. 380 Refining Physician Quality Indicators for Screening Mammography in Older Women: Distinguishing Appropriate Use from Overuse
p. 388 Targeting of Mammography Screening According to Life Expectancy in Women Aged 75 and Older
p. 396 Health-Related Resource Use and Costs in Elderly Adults with and without Mild Cognitive Impairment
p. 403 Literacy and Race as Risk Factors for Low Rates of Advance Directives in Older Adults
p. 407 Care Experiences of Managed Care Medicare Enrollees Near the End of Life
p. 413 Patterns of Functional Decline in Hospice: What Can Individuals and Their Families Expect?
p. 418 Tongue Strength Is Associated with Jumping Mechanography Performance and Handgrip Strength but Not with Classic Functional Tests in Older Adults
p. 423 Pain and Anxiety Mediate the Relationship Between Dizziness and Falls in Older People
p. 429 Improving a Measure of Mobility-Related Fatigue (The Mobility-Tiredness Scale) by Establishing Item Intensity
p. 440 Multicultural Long-Term Care Nurses’ Perceptions of Factors Influencing Patient Dignity at the End of Life
p. 447 The Unknown Profession: A Geriatrician
p. 450 Accurate Assessments of Healthcare Use Along the Course of Cognitive Decline
p. 452 Research Relationship Between Light-Intensity Physical Activity and Cognitive Function in a Community-Dwelling Elderly Population—An 8-Year Longitudinal Study
p. 454 Emotional Decoding Abilities Do Not Influence Behavioral Disturbances in Alzheimer’s Disease
p. 456 Effect of a Discharge Medication Intervention on the Incidence and Nature of Medication Discrepancies in Older Adults
p. 458 High-Sensitivity C- Reactive Protein Levels Among Healthy Egyptian Elderly
p. 459 Sarcopenia Prevalence and Associated Factors in an Elderly Taiwanese Metropolitan Population
p. 462 Predictive Validity of Different Modified Versions of the Identification of Seniors At Risk
p. 464 The Usual Suspect? On the Role of Cognitive Versus Physical Functioning in Gait Variability in Elderly Adults
p. 465 Inverse Relationship Between Depressive Symptoms and Arterial Blood Pressure in Community-Dwelling Oldest-Old Brazilians
p. 467 High Serum N-Acetyl-β-D-Glucosaminidase Activity Is a Predictor of 28-Year Mortality in a Population of Community-Dwelling Japanese—The Tanushimaru Study
p. 468 Race and Patient Preferences for Hip Fracture Care
p. 470 Eye Injuries in Elderly Adults Presenting to U.S. Emergency Departments
p. 472 The Tipping Point: Prolonged Hospital Course As a Result of Dental Infection in a Nonagenarian
p. 473 The Need to Reshape the Healthcare System
p. 474 Frailty and Depression: Comorbidity in the Context of Imperfect Measurement
p. 475 Patient-Centered Care for Older Adults with Multiple Chronic Conditions: These are the Polypathological Patients!
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